
Virtual STEM • 
Space science 

Week • One 

 

Girl Scout Pillar: STEM 

Girl Scout Level: Daisy 

Badge: Space Science Explorer 

 

Length:  20 minutes 

Purpose: When I’ve earned this badge, I will have explored  
and observed the Sun, Moon, and stars. 
 
Materials Need: paper, small items to trace, crayons or markers 

Activity: Shadow Poster 

Did you know that the Earth, the planet where we live, is spinning in space? That is why the Sun 
seems to move across the sky. When the part of Earth where you live is facing the Sun, it is day. 
The part facing away from the Sun is having night.   

1. On a sunny day go outside and place a piece of paper on a hard surface. You may need to 
use rocks to hold it down. 

2. Place a small item between the sun and the paper so that the shadow is created on the 
paper. 

3. Trace around the outside of the shadow. 
4. Make a prediction as to what the shadow will look like later in the day. 
5. At least an hour later go back outside and check your prediction. 

If it is not sunny outside, try this activity using a lamp or flashlight indoors in place of the sun. 

 

Resources: Summer Sunshine Reader – see pdf attachment 

Badge Link: https://www.girlscoutshop.com/Daisy-Space-Science-Explorer-Badge 



Virtual STEM • 
Space science 

Week • Two 

 

Girl Scout Pillar: STEM 

Girl Scout Level: Daisy 

Badge: Space Science Explorer 

 

Length:  15 Minutes 

Purpose: When I’ve earned this badge, I will have explored  
and observed the Sun, Moon, and stars. 
 
Materials Need: Sandwich cookies, Moon phase chart 

Activity: Cookie Moon Phases 

Model the phases of the moon with your favorite sandwich cookie. The moon phases to recreate 
are: New Moon, Waxing Gibbous, Full Moon, and Waning Gibbous. A Gibbous is half of the moon 
facing you is lit up and half is dark.  

1. Take 4 cookies and separate the halves.  
2. Using the chart, have the girls model the phases with the center icing of their cookies. 
3. Can you figure out what a Waxing Crescent or Waning Crescent moon would look like? 

 

Resources:  Moon Phase Chart – Daisy 
  https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/oreo-moon/en/ 
 

Badge Link: https://www.girlscoutshop.com/Daisy-Space-Science-Explorer-Badge 
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Virtual STEM • 
Space science 

Week • Three 

 

Girl Scout Pillar: STEM 

Girl Scout Level: Daisy 

Badge: Space Science Explorer 

Length:  15 minutes 

Purpose: When I’ve earned this badge, I will have explored  
and observed the Sun, Moon, and stars. 
 
Materials Need: Sidewalk chalk, constellation cards 

Activity: Sidewalk Chalk Constellations 

For as long as people have been looking to the sky, they’ve found patterns and shapes in the stars. 
These patterns are called constellations. People from all cultures made up stories about the 
constellations and would use them as a map to tell directions. The stars give a general outline of a 
shape and your imagination fills in the outlines. 

1. Look over the constellation cards. Do they look like what their name implies? Which one is 
your favorite? 

2. Take your favorite card outside with some sidewalk chart. Draw out the stars on the card. 
Then use your imagination to finish out the drawing. 

3. Create your own constellation and drawn it with chalk. Make up a story and name for your 
constellation.  

4. Tell a family member about your new constellation.  
5. Take a picture of you with your constellation drawing and share them with Girl Scouts of 

Southern Illinois on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. #GirlScoutsAtHome  

 

Resources: Constellation Cards pdf 
 

Badge Link: Email Customer Care at customercare@gsofsi.org or call 618-307-3626 with your shop 
order. 
 



pinterest.com/HowWeeLearn facebook.com/HowWeeLearn instagram.com/HowWeeLearn twitter.com/HowWeeLearnBlog

Constellation Cards
AND CONSTELLATION MYTHS FOR KIDS

Draco the Dragon
Draco represents Ladon, a hundred-headed dragon. He was guarding a golden 
apple tree for Hera, but was put to sleep by Hercule’s playing music. Hera 
punished him by sending him up to the stars, where he still sits today.

Prepared exclusively for mbuchanan@gsofsi.org  Transaction: 0058318897
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Cassiopeia
This constellation was named after Queen Cassiopeia. She was placed in the 
sky along with her daughter (Andromeda) and husband (Cepheus) because she 
often bragged that her daughter was more beautiful than the sea nymphs. 
 

The Big Dipper
The big dipper is called an asterism, which is a pattern of stars – not actually a 
constellation. It is part of the constellation Ursa Major and looks like a saddle on 
the big bears back.

Prepared exclusively for mbuchanan@gsofsi.org  Transaction: 0058318897
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See the Blog Post Here

https://www.howweelearn.com/
constellation-myths-kids/

Ursa Major
Zeus, King of the Gods, fell in 
love with Callisto and had a 
child named Arcas. This made 
Hera, Queen of the Gods, upset. 
She turned Callisto into a bear. 
One day, Arcas went into the 
woods and found his Mother 
the bear. She greeted him by 
going up on her back legs, 
but Arcas thought this meant 
he was under attack, so he 
readied his bow. When Zeus 
saw this, he turned Arcas into 
a little bear and grabbed both 
Callisto and Arcas into the sky 
to keep them safe.

Prepared exclusively for mbuchanan@gsofsi.org  Transaction: 0058318897


